
AN ANALYSIS OF THE USE OF IRONIC SARCASM KNOWN AS SATIRE TO

DEFEND AND ILLUSTRATE HIS PLATFORM ON HI

Jacoby uses in this essay verbal irony (persuasion in the form of ridicule). ironic sarcasm otherwise known as satire to
defend and illustrate his platform on in prison such as getting a high school, college diploma,or even trade degrees . In a
final analysis of the pros and cons of Corporal punishment, it seems that the.

Jacoby uses clear and compelling evidence to describe why prisons are a terrible punishment, but he lacks
detail and information on why flogging is better. The formal definition of satire is the use of humor to expose
human follies. The book is an investigation into the life of a plant that is in a downward spiral until new
management ideas start to arise and turn the business upside down and back on track to making money. The
average individual's carbon footprint is around three and a half. When we think of any kind of punishment for
a legal crime, we do not think of anything that will involve any kind of physical pain, for the most part, mainly
imprisonment. Also, he says that corporal punishment is a better way to punish criminals since it is less costly
for the state  Flogging was a punishment that used for a wide variety of crimes and was usually done publicly
with the victim being whipped an appointed number of times. Jeff Brooks-Harris and Dr. This political
cartoon by Jeff Parker addresses this popular issue. The book aims to expose to the world the cruelties and
savagery she had to suffer at the hands of the Nasir regime. In his novel, Candide, Voltaire satirizes the
philosopher Liebnitz's philosophy that this is the best of all possible worlds. Many scholars have argued about
Huck Finn being prejudiced. But first, lets look at what a satire is and how the victorious poet annihilates the
foe of a satire. This can be done by using humor, irony, exaggeration or ridicule "Satire - Definition and
Examples", para. I would say the art of satire is very important to western culture. There are different levels of
satire that the author can use. Being able to say and express what one thinks without been afraid of going to
jail. Though I did not find the Forum of Trajan, the Magnus Liber Organi, and the Sistine Chapel as important
as the aforementioned, they have expanded my appreciation and understanding of western art. Popick is
questioning the continued belief that the United States is a freedom country. He was my sophomore English
and World History teacher and was the first teacher to make me really enjoy learning about History. For
example, the author may employ a type a formal satire known as Juvenalian satire. First, one must define
propaganda and since many have done so already, I shall use the Sheryl Ross model. Then he suggests that we
should replace the system with a method that we used centuries ago-flogging, or at least add it to the list of
penalties The book portrays how scientific and systematic thinking processes helped this plant turn its
functions into a more positive business, increasing their cash flow by reorganization within the plant He
appeals to pathos and uses statistics to prove his thesis and persuade the audience. Whenever a citizen of a
certain society breaks one of these laws, the rulers of the society dish out punishments they dim fit for the kind
of crime committed. With this in mind, many writers have contended that we revisit corporal punishment Both
companies are successful and achieved their victories in different ways. He fails to provide reasonable support
for his argument which leaves the reader guessing as to the seriousness of his claim The satire within these
two texts will be linked by showing how each writer attacked the accepted way of life or common belief in
order to present their own opinion on the matter. According to Encyclopedia Britannica , in high school, Bezos
established a creative center for students to work on projects that will help them develop their careers for the
future. Shakespeare loved incorporating satire into his comedies. Many readers at the time rejected the essay
because they failed to understand the irony.


